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Purpose

Ultra high spectral resolution
High energy mol. vib. (>1500 cm-1)

Conventional
>3500 cm-1 w/ >1 cm-1 resolution

(depending on spectrometer)

<1500 cm-1 w/ 10-7 cm-1 (expected)
(depending on pulse laser and dual-comb scheme)

realized by Fourier Transform-CARS
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10 cm21. The total measurement time of 40.5 s for the 453 45mm2

hyperspectral image corresponds to an acquisition rate of 50 pixels s21;
it is limited by the refresh rate of the interferograms, although the entire
sampling time of the interferograms—which are Fourier transformed to
give the spectral hypercube in Fig. 4—lasts only 24.3 ms.

Taken together, the above proof-of-principle experiments dem-
onstrate the potential of our method for the rapid acquisition of both
high-resolution spectra spanning a broad bandwidth and hyperspec-
tral images of vibrational transitions. A unique feature of our tech-
nique is its multiplex nature: all the spectral elements are measured at

the same time on a single photodetector, which ensures consistency of
the spectra. Moreover, the frequency combs guarantee the reproducib-
ility and accuracy of the wavenumber scale. However, a major limitation
in the present proof-of-principle experiments is the low duty cycle (the
ratio between the time it takes to measure an interferogram and the time
before the next interferogram is measured), which for the spectro-
imaging experiments shown in Fig. 4 is only 6 3 1024. The interfero-
gram refresh time is the inverse of the difference of the laser repetition
frequencies 1/df, whereas the spectral information is only collected when
the delay between the pairs of pulses is shorter than the coherent
molecular ringing time (see Supplementary Information for more
detailed discussion). One solution would be to use combs with a larger
line spacing, which could allow the duty cycle of interferogram acquisi-
tion to approach unity while keeping measurement times and signal-to-
noise ratios similar to those in Figs 3 and 4. Frequency comb generators
based on solid-state lasers with a short cavity24 or on chip-scale micro-
resonators25 might offer a route towards realizing such high duty cycle
experiments. For microscopy experiments, scanning the laser beam with
a galvanometric mirror rather than the sample stage provides a straight-
forward way to speed up the mapping process. High-speed cameras
(more than 106 frames s21) could even allow real-time hyperspectral
dual-comb CARS imaging. There is also scope for improvements that
would affect the signal itself. For example, a more sophisticated disper-
sion management, particularly of third-order dispersion, would enhance
the signal-to-noise ratio. This could be complemented with fast syn-
chronous or differential detection schemes that might further decrease
the noise level. Finally, few-cycle oscillators or spectral broadening with
nonlinear fibres will expand the spectral span of the setup.
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Figure 3 | High-resolution dual-comb CARS of a mixture of liquid
chemicals. a, Unaveraged interferogram showing the non-resonant
interference signal around the zero time delay and the interferometric
modulation of the vibrational transitions shown in c (df 5 5 Hz; energy per
pulse 3 nJ). b, Dual-comb CARS unaveraged spectrum (df 5 100 Hz;
measurement time 14.8ms; apodized resolution 4 cm21; energy per pulse 3 nJ).
c, Dual-comb CARS unaveraged spectrum (df 5 5 Hz; measurement time
295.5ms; apodized resolution 4 cm21; energy per pulse 3 nJ). d, Dual-comb
CARS unaveraged spectrum (df 5 5 Hz; measurement time 295.5ms; apodized
resolution 4 cm21; energy per pulse 0.5 nJ). The insets in b and c magnify the
vertical scale tenfold.
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Figure 4 | Hyperspectral image of a capillary plate with holes filled with a
chemical mixture. Each of the 2,025 pixels of the hyperspectral cube
corresponds to a spectrum at 10 cm21 apodized resolution measured within
12ms at a fixed spatial location and provides the spectral signature of
compounds present in this part of the sample. Scale numbers on the images
indicate pixels; the spectrum shown in the centre corresponds to pixel (21,16).
Each spectral element of the cube may be plotted as an image (that is, intensity
for all pixels at a fixed wavenumber) similar to the four that are shown and
provides the spatial quantitative distribution of a given compound with a
distinguishable spectral signature at that wavenumber.
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Time-resolved coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering microscopy:
Imaging based on Raman free induction decay

Andreas Volkmer,a) Lewis D. Book,b) and X. Sunney Xiec)
Harvard University, Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology, 12 Oxford Street, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02138

!Received 1 November 2001; accepted for publication 10 January 2002"

A time-resolved coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering !CARS" microscope allows
three-dimensional imaging based on Raman free induction decay of molecular vibration with no
requirement for labeling of the sample with natural or artificial fluorophores. A major benefit of
the technique is the capability to completely remove nonresonant coherent background signal from
the sample and the solvent, and thus increasing the detection sensitivity of CARS microscopy
significantly. © 2002 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.1456262$

Recent advances in nonlinear coherent microscopy, such
as second-1–3 and third-harmonic generation microscopy,4,5
and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering !CARS"
microscopy6–9 have attracted much interest. Among coherent
microscopies, CARS provides vibrational information intrin-
sic to and characteristic of chemical species. CARS is a
third-order nonlinear optical process involving three laser
beams !Fig. 1 inset", the pump, Stokes and probe beam with
frequencies at %P1 , %S , and %P2 , respectively, which inter-
act with the sample and generate an anti-Stokes field at a
frequency %AS!%P1"%P2#%S that is higher than the exci-
tation frequencies. Therefore, CARS can be detected in the
presence of one-photon induced fluorescence. The anti-
Stokes signal is resonantly enhanced when the Raman shift,
%P1#%S , coincides with the frequency of a Raman-active
molecular vibration, which provides the intrinsic vibrational
contrast mechanism.10 Vibrational imaging based on CARS
has been previously demonstrated to be more sensitive than
infrared and confocal Raman microscopy techniques,6 and
has three-dimensional sectioning capability and deep pen-
etration depth, similar to other nonlinear microscopy. Since
the molecules remain in the electronic ground state, pho-
tobleaching and damage to delicate biological samples is
minimized. However, CARS detection is not background
free. Electronic contributions to the third-order susceptibility
from the sample and solvent cause a nonresonant back-
ground signal, which provides no vibrational contrast. In ad-
dition, the solvent water has strong resonant signals of broad
spectral width. Both background signals often overwhelm
the CARS signal from small scatterers, and limit the sensi-
tivity. Recently, we have reported significant advances in the
sensitivity and spectral resolution of CARS microscopy and
its application to the imaging of live unstained cells.7–9

Here we use time-resolved CARS !T-CARS"11 to record
the Raman free induction decay !RFID" of molecular vibra-
tions. This not only provides spectroscopic information in
the time domain, but also an alternative approach to separate
the nonresonant contribution of RFID, which is instanta-

neous, from the resonant contribution of RFID12 in CARS
microscopy. The T-CARS experiment involves three incident
electric fields, Em(r,t), with frequencies at %m !m
!P1,P2, and S" that induce a third-order nonlinear polariza-
tion, P(3)(r,t) at %AS . Typically, the pair of the first pump
pulse, EP1(r,t), and the Stokes pulse, ES(r,t), are tempo-
rally overlapped, and impulsively polarizes the sample. The
third probe pulse, EP2(r,t), then interacts with the sample at
a certain delay time, &, with respect to the previous pulse
pair, and probes the relaxation of the induced polarization.

A detailed account on the spatial field distribution of
tightly focused incident fields and the signal generation in
CARS microscopy has been given elsewhere.7,13 Here, the
time-dependent field envelopes of the incident pulses and of
the coherent anti-Stokes field are assumed to be identical for
each point within the focal volume.

When electronic dephasing is much faster than either the
nuclear dynamics of the molecular system or the optical
pulses, the time-resolved CARS signal can be written as,14

S!&"'!
#(

(

dt"P(3)!& ,t ""2, !1"

where

P(3)!& ,t "!#EP2! t "!
0

(

dt2EP1! t"&#t2"ES*! t"&#t2"

$exp# i!%P1#%S"t2$)! t2". !2"

a"Present address: 3. Physikalisches Institut, Universität Stuttgart, Pfaffen-
waldring 57, 70550 Stuttgart, Germany.

b"Present address: BlueLeaf Networks, Sunnyvale, CA 94085.
c"Electronic mail: xie@chemistry.harvard.edu

FIG. 1. Schematic of the time-resolved CARS microscope. Insert: Energy
diagram of the four-wave mixing process with three incident fields. PC,
pulse compression stage; VD, variable delay line; Pol, polarizer; and BC,
dichroic beam combiner.
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Fourier-transform coherent anti-Stokes Raman
scattering microscopy

Jennifer P. Ogilvie,* Emmanuel Beaurepaire, Antigoni Alexandrou, and Manuel Joffre
Laboratoire d’Optique et Biosciences, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique Unité Mixte de Recherche 7645,

Institut National de la Santé et de la Recherche Médicale U696, Ecole Polytechnique,
91128 Palaiseau Cedex, France

Received September 13, 2005; accepted October 14, 2005; posted November 10, 2005 (Doc. ID 64777)
We report a novel Fourier-transform-based implementation of coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
(CARS) microscopy. The method employs a single femtosecond laser source and a Michelson interferometer
to create two pulse replicas that are fed into a scanning multiphoton microscope. By varying the time delay
between the pulses, we time-resolve the CARS signal, permitting easy removal of the nonresonant back-
ground while providing high resolution, spectrally resolved images of CARS modes over the laser bandwidth
!"1500 cm−1#. We demonstrate the method by imaging polystyrene beads in solvent. © 2006 Optical Society
of America

OCIS codes: 170.5660, 020.4180, 180.6900, 020.1670, 300.6410, 300.6450.

Multiphoton microscopy is an important tool that is
increasingly used in biological research1 owing to its
ability to produce three-dimensional images of com-
plex samples. To probe particular species, fluorescent
labels are most commonly used but have several dis-
advantages, including photobleaching and possible
modification of the system under study. Coherent
anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy of-
fers the advantage of providing endogenous contrast
based on the inherent vibrations of different chemical
species. Because of the nonlinear nature of the in-
volved light–matter interaction, CARS microscopy
shares many of the benefits of multiphoton micros-
copy while avoiding problems associated with fluo-
rescent labeling.2 In this Letter we present a Fourier-
transform-based method of CARS microscopy. The
technique employs a single broadband laser source
and provides a simple approach to obtaining high-
resolution spectrally resolved CARS images. We dem-
onstrate the method by spectrally resolving images of
polystyrene beads immersed in solvent.

CARS is a nonlinear scattering process in which
light of different frequencies interacts through the
third-order susceptibility of the medium. Two pho-
tons, of frequencies !p and !s, such that the differ-
ence frequency !p−!s matches a vibrational reso-
nance in the sample, cause the scattering of a third
photon, of frequency !p!, to produce a higher-energy
anti-Stokes photon of frequency !p−!s+!p!, as
shown in Fig. 1(a).3 Other nonlinear processes that
are not related to any vibrational resonances can also
occur, producing a nonresonant background that can
obscure the CARS signal [see Fig. 1(b)].

Since its first demonstration in 1982,4 most CARS
microscopy implementations to date have employed
picosecond pulses and have reduced the nonresonant
background through the use of near-IR excitation
and polarization selection.2,5 While using picosecond
pulses reduces the nonresonant background, it also
necessarily restricts the spectral range of the CARS
method, such that single CARS modes are imaged at
a time. Obtaining CARS spectral images over the en-
tire fingerprint region, where molecular spectra are
most distinguishable, is important for simultaneous

imaging of multiple species and thereby significantly
enhances the capabilities of CARS microscopy. Pico-
second implementations of CARS microscopy can
produce broadband CARS spectra by the time-
consuming process of tuning one of the excitation
frequencies.2 A more rapid approach has been to com-
bine picosecond and femtosecond excitation, provid-
ing CARS images with up to "200 cm−1 of
bandwidth.6,7

The use of femtosecond pulses provides yet larger
spectral bandwidth but requires more elaborate
methods for dealing with the nonresonant back-

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Resonant CARS excitation, (b)
nonresonant excitation. (c) Experimental setup for FT
CARS microscopy: BS’s, beam splitters; PC, prism compres-
sor for dispersion compensation; LPF, long-pass filter, cut-
off at 780 nm; DBS, dichroic beam splitter; SPF, short-pass
filter, cutoff at 760 nm; PMT 1, photomultiplier tube for
epifluorescence detection; PMT 2, photomultiplier tube for
CARS detection.

480 OPTICS LETTERS / Vol. 31, No. 4 / February 15, 2006

0146-9592/06/040480-3/$15.00 © 2006 Optical Society of America

Setup (1 laser)
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Setup (Dual-comb)

Ideguchi, et al. Nature, 2013

resolution and spectral span only limited by the measurement time
and the spectral bandwidth of the femtosecond lasers.

Figure 2 sketches the experimental setup (see Methods), which is
similar to that used in dual-comb absorption spectroscopy11–13 except
for dispersion management and spectral filtering to isolate the CARS
signal from the comb beams. As the Raman-like two-photon excitation
involves virtual energy levels, dispersion decreases both the spectral span
and the excitation efficiency. The time-domain interference signal—the
interferogram—is periodic. Every 1/df, a strong burst mostly contains
the non-resonant four-wave mixing signal resulting from the interfer-
ence between the overlapping pulses of the two combs. A reproducible
modulation (Fig. 3a), due to the CARS signal only, follows the burst and
has a duration proportional to the coherence time of the sample transi-
tions. A time-windowed portion of the interferogram, which excludes
the interferometric non-resonant contribution, is Fourier transformed.
The width of the window is chosen according to the desired spectral
resolution (see Methods for a detailed explanation of the recording
parameters). The resulting spectra (Fig. 3b–d) span Raman shifts from

200 cm21 to 1,400 cm21. The non-resonant background, which strongly
lowers the sensitivity of CARS, is entirely suppressed, as in other specific
CARS schemes20–23.

We illustrate acquisition times with three spectra at an apodized
resolution of 4 cm21 and recorded with df 5 100 Hz (Fig. 3b) or 5 Hz
(Fig. 3c, d) for a mixture of hexafluorobenzene, nitrobenzene, nitro-
methane and toluene in a cuvette 5 mm long. The spectra involve
no averaging and were measured in 14.8ms (Fig. 3b) and 295.5ms
(Fig. 3c, d); the number of individual spectral elements (defined as
the spectral span divided by the resolution) for all three spectra is
300. The signal-to-noise ratio culminates at 1,000 for the most intense
blended line of toluene and nitrobenzene in Fig. 3c. Recorded under
different experimental conditions, the three spectra show great sim-
ilarities in line position and relative intensity.

Imaging capabilities are illustrated with a capillary plate (25-mm
diameter holes, thickness 500mm) filled with a mixture of hexafluoro-
benzene, nitromethane and toluene. For each pixel, we measure an inter-
ferogram within 12ms to obtain a spectrum at an apodized resolution of
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Figure 1 | Principle of dual-comb CARS. Dfvib stands for fvibdf/f. a, Time-
domain representation in the limit of a molecular decoherence time that is
shorter than the time interval between two laser pulses. The train of pulses of
laser frequency comb 1 periodically excites the molecular vibration, which is
probed by the pulses of laser frequency comb 2 with a linearly increasing time
delay. The resulting filtered anti-Stokes radiation provides the interferogram.
The two combs have a symmetric function. In the figure, only the situation in
which the delay between the pulses of comb 2 and those of comb 1 is positive is
displayed. b, When the probe pulse is short compared with the molecular
oscillation (impulsive stimulated Raman scattering), the refractive index

modulation of the sample—induced by the pump and Stokes beam—shifts the
probe spectrum alternatively towards lower and higher frequencies.
c, Frequency-domain representation in the limit of a comb line spacing that is
larger than the resonant Raman excitation bandwidth. The two frequency
combs modulate the excitation amplitude of the molecular vibration with a
frequency Dfvib. This modulation is then transferred by the combs to the anti-
Stokes radiation. For simplicity, the Raman excitations are represented as
narrow lines. d, Energy-level diagram, illustrating the four-wave mixing that
leads to intensity-modulated anti-Stokes radiation.
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Figure 2 | Experimental setup for dual-comb CARS spectro-imaging. See Methods for details. The colour code is consistent with that of Fig. 1. Ti–Sa,
titanium–sapphire.
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Setup (Dual-comb)

Ideguchi, et al. Nature, 2013

resolution and spectral span only limited by the measurement time
and the spectral bandwidth of the femtosecond lasers.

Figure 2 sketches the experimental setup (see Methods), which is
similar to that used in dual-comb absorption spectroscopy11–13 except
for dispersion management and spectral filtering to isolate the CARS
signal from the comb beams. As the Raman-like two-photon excitation
involves virtual energy levels, dispersion decreases both the spectral span
and the excitation efficiency. The time-domain interference signal—the
interferogram—is periodic. Every 1/df, a strong burst mostly contains
the non-resonant four-wave mixing signal resulting from the interfer-
ence between the overlapping pulses of the two combs. A reproducible
modulation (Fig. 3a), due to the CARS signal only, follows the burst and
has a duration proportional to the coherence time of the sample transi-
tions. A time-windowed portion of the interferogram, which excludes
the interferometric non-resonant contribution, is Fourier transformed.
The width of the window is chosen according to the desired spectral
resolution (see Methods for a detailed explanation of the recording
parameters). The resulting spectra (Fig. 3b–d) span Raman shifts from

200 cm21 to 1,400 cm21. The non-resonant background, which strongly
lowers the sensitivity of CARS, is entirely suppressed, as in other specific
CARS schemes20–23.

We illustrate acquisition times with three spectra at an apodized
resolution of 4 cm21 and recorded with df 5 100 Hz (Fig. 3b) or 5 Hz
(Fig. 3c, d) for a mixture of hexafluorobenzene, nitrobenzene, nitro-
methane and toluene in a cuvette 5 mm long. The spectra involve
no averaging and were measured in 14.8ms (Fig. 3b) and 295.5ms
(Fig. 3c, d); the number of individual spectral elements (defined as
the spectral span divided by the resolution) for all three spectra is
300. The signal-to-noise ratio culminates at 1,000 for the most intense
blended line of toluene and nitrobenzene in Fig. 3c. Recorded under
different experimental conditions, the three spectra show great sim-
ilarities in line position and relative intensity.

Imaging capabilities are illustrated with a capillary plate (25-mm
diameter holes, thickness 500mm) filled with a mixture of hexafluoro-
benzene, nitromethane and toluene. For each pixel, we measure an inter-
ferogram within 12ms to obtain a spectrum at an apodized resolution of
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Figure 1 | Principle of dual-comb CARS. Dfvib stands for fvibdf/f. a, Time-
domain representation in the limit of a molecular decoherence time that is
shorter than the time interval between two laser pulses. The train of pulses of
laser frequency comb 1 periodically excites the molecular vibration, which is
probed by the pulses of laser frequency comb 2 with a linearly increasing time
delay. The resulting filtered anti-Stokes radiation provides the interferogram.
The two combs have a symmetric function. In the figure, only the situation in
which the delay between the pulses of comb 2 and those of comb 1 is positive is
displayed. b, When the probe pulse is short compared with the molecular
oscillation (impulsive stimulated Raman scattering), the refractive index

modulation of the sample—induced by the pump and Stokes beam—shifts the
probe spectrum alternatively towards lower and higher frequencies.
c, Frequency-domain representation in the limit of a comb line spacing that is
larger than the resonant Raman excitation bandwidth. The two frequency
combs modulate the excitation amplitude of the molecular vibration with a
frequency Dfvib. This modulation is then transferred by the combs to the anti-
Stokes radiation. For simplicity, the Raman excitations are represented as
narrow lines. d, Energy-level diagram, illustrating the four-wave mixing that
leads to intensity-modulated anti-Stokes radiation.
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2.1 Frequency comb 7

of the repetition frequency f , an o↵set frequency f0 may be chosen to satisfy 0  f0 < f ,

and each frequency component may be written:

fn = f0 + nf (2.2)

The carrier envelope o↵set (CEO) frequency f0 is related to the carrier envelope phase

slippage �� by:

�� = 2⇡f0/f (2.3)

The Equation.2.1 implies that the Fourier transform of the periodic pulse train is a spec-

trum which consists of equally spaced lines with the mode spacing of f and the o↵set

frequency of f0 (Figure.2.1).

 

∆φ = 2πf0/f 2∆φ

Time domain

E(t)

Frequency domain
f

0
f

t

I(f)

f0

Fourier transform

fn = f0 + nf

1/f

Figure 2.1: Time and frequency domain picture of frequency comb

The comb structure written in the Equation.2.1 results from the assumption of periodic

pulse envelope (T = 1/f = const.) and constant carrier phase slippage (�� = 2⇡f0/f =

const.). In the real world, however, these values fluctuate because of di↵erent kind of

noises, therefore one needs to stabilize these two degrees of freedom to obtain the comb

structure. Although the periodicity of the pulse envelope is easily monitored and stabilized,
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Figure 6.5: High-resolution dual-comb CARS of a mixture of liquid chemicals. (a)Unaveraged

interferogram showing the non-resonant interference signal around the zero time delay and the

interferometric modulation of the vibrational transitions shown in (c) (�f= 5 Hz; energy per

pulse 3 nJ). (b)Dual-comb CARS unaveraged spectrum (�f=100 Hz; measurement time 14.8 µs;

apodized resolution 4 cm�1; energy per pulse 3 nJ). (c)Dual-comb CARS unaveraged spectrum

(�f= 5 Hz; measurement time 295.5 µs; apodized resolution 4 cm�1; energy per pulse 3 nJ).

(d)Dual-comb CARS unaveraged spectrum (�f= 5 Hz; measurement time 295.5 µs; apodized

resolution 4 cm�1; energy per pulse 0.5 nJ). The insets in (b) and (c) magnify the vertical scale

tenfold.
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Time-resolved coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering microscopy:
Imaging based on Raman free induction decay

Andreas Volkmer,a) Lewis D. Book,b) and X. Sunney Xiec)
Harvard University, Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology, 12 Oxford Street, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02138

!Received 1 November 2001; accepted for publication 10 January 2002"

A time-resolved coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering !CARS" microscope allows
three-dimensional imaging based on Raman free induction decay of molecular vibration with no
requirement for labeling of the sample with natural or artificial fluorophores. A major benefit of
the technique is the capability to completely remove nonresonant coherent background signal from
the sample and the solvent, and thus increasing the detection sensitivity of CARS microscopy
significantly. © 2002 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.1456262$

Recent advances in nonlinear coherent microscopy, such
as second-1–3 and third-harmonic generation microscopy,4,5
and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering !CARS"
microscopy6–9 have attracted much interest. Among coherent
microscopies, CARS provides vibrational information intrin-
sic to and characteristic of chemical species. CARS is a
third-order nonlinear optical process involving three laser
beams !Fig. 1 inset", the pump, Stokes and probe beam with
frequencies at %P1 , %S , and %P2 , respectively, which inter-
act with the sample and generate an anti-Stokes field at a
frequency %AS!%P1"%P2#%S that is higher than the exci-
tation frequencies. Therefore, CARS can be detected in the
presence of one-photon induced fluorescence. The anti-
Stokes signal is resonantly enhanced when the Raman shift,
%P1#%S , coincides with the frequency of a Raman-active
molecular vibration, which provides the intrinsic vibrational
contrast mechanism.10 Vibrational imaging based on CARS
has been previously demonstrated to be more sensitive than
infrared and confocal Raman microscopy techniques,6 and
has three-dimensional sectioning capability and deep pen-
etration depth, similar to other nonlinear microscopy. Since
the molecules remain in the electronic ground state, pho-
tobleaching and damage to delicate biological samples is
minimized. However, CARS detection is not background
free. Electronic contributions to the third-order susceptibility
from the sample and solvent cause a nonresonant back-
ground signal, which provides no vibrational contrast. In ad-
dition, the solvent water has strong resonant signals of broad
spectral width. Both background signals often overwhelm
the CARS signal from small scatterers, and limit the sensi-
tivity. Recently, we have reported significant advances in the
sensitivity and spectral resolution of CARS microscopy and
its application to the imaging of live unstained cells.7–9

Here we use time-resolved CARS !T-CARS"11 to record
the Raman free induction decay !RFID" of molecular vibra-
tions. This not only provides spectroscopic information in
the time domain, but also an alternative approach to separate
the nonresonant contribution of RFID, which is instanta-

neous, from the resonant contribution of RFID12 in CARS
microscopy. The T-CARS experiment involves three incident
electric fields, Em(r,t), with frequencies at %m !m
!P1,P2, and S" that induce a third-order nonlinear polariza-
tion, P(3)(r,t) at %AS . Typically, the pair of the first pump
pulse, EP1(r,t), and the Stokes pulse, ES(r,t), are tempo-
rally overlapped, and impulsively polarizes the sample. The
third probe pulse, EP2(r,t), then interacts with the sample at
a certain delay time, &, with respect to the previous pulse
pair, and probes the relaxation of the induced polarization.

A detailed account on the spatial field distribution of
tightly focused incident fields and the signal generation in
CARS microscopy has been given elsewhere.7,13 Here, the
time-dependent field envelopes of the incident pulses and of
the coherent anti-Stokes field are assumed to be identical for
each point within the focal volume.

When electronic dephasing is much faster than either the
nuclear dynamics of the molecular system or the optical
pulses, the time-resolved CARS signal can be written as,14

S!&"'!
#(

(

dt"P(3)!& ,t ""2, !1"

where

P(3)!& ,t "!#EP2! t "!
0

(

dt2EP1! t"&#t2"ES*! t"&#t2"

$exp# i!%P1#%S"t2$)! t2". !2"

a"Present address: 3. Physikalisches Institut, Universität Stuttgart, Pfaffen-
waldring 57, 70550 Stuttgart, Germany.

b"Present address: BlueLeaf Networks, Sunnyvale, CA 94085.
c"Electronic mail: xie@chemistry.harvard.edu

FIG. 1. Schematic of the time-resolved CARS microscope. Insert: Energy
diagram of the four-wave mixing process with three incident fields. PC,
pulse compression stage; VD, variable delay line; Pol, polarizer; and BC,
dichroic beam combiner.
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The T-CARS experiment probes the correlation function of
the linear polarizability response, !(t2), of the sample,
which in the case of parallel polarization of the three incident
and the anti-Stokes fields takes the following form:15–17

!" t2 ,# ,$ ,%&!Anr'" t2&"(
l
Al
anisoexp"#200i)c *̃ lt2&

$! " + l
#1#

4
3 # exp"#t2 /T2l&

"
4
3 exp,#t2"T2l

#1"Tor ,l
#1 &-$ . "3&

Here, the delta function "scaled by Anr& represents the
nonresonant "electronic& response of the system while the l
Raman-active vibrational modes are modeled as damped ex-
ponentials of amplitude A

l
aniso , center wavenumber *̃ l

!10#2. l /2)c (in cm#1), vibrational dephasing time T2l ,
rotational correlation time Tor ,l , and depolarization ratio + l .
These parameters can be independently obtained by record-
ing the corresponding spontaneous polarization-controlled
Raman spectra of the sample, !̃ %( *̃) and !̃!( *̃), by comput-
ing their isotropic and anisotropic components, !̃ iso( *̃)
!!̃ %( *̃)# 4

3!̃
!( *̃) and !̃aniso( *̃)!!̃!( *̃), and by their sub-

sequent decomposition into l isotropic and anisotropic
Lorentzian Raman line profiles with w̃ l

iso!10#2/)cT2,l and
w̃ l
aniso!(T2l

#1"Tor ,l
#1 )/100)cT2,l being the full width of half

maximum ,"FWHM& in cm#1- values, respectively.
Numerical simulation of the T-CARS measurement is

carried out using Eqs. "1&–"3&. The only parameter that is
varied is Anr . The time-dependent field envelopes of the in-
cident laser pulses are assumed to be Gaussians, Em(t)
!exp(#2 ln 2t2/(/m)2). The FWHM of the laser pulses, /m ,
the laser pulse center wavenumbers, *̃m , and the spontane-
ous polarization Raman spectrum of the sample are obtained
from independent experiments.

The experimental layout of the RFID microscope is
schematically depicted in Fig. 1. A regeneratively amplified
Ti:Sapphire laser system that pumps an optical parametric
amplifier "OPA& ,RegA 9000/OPA, 9400, Coherent Inc.- at a
repetition rate of 250 kHz was used to provide synchronized
femtosecond pulse trains at three different wavelengths that
are given by the fundamental (01) of the Ti:Sapphire, the
signal (02), and the idler (03) output of the OPA. The dif-
ferent frequencies of the probe and pump beams avoids the
interference between the two beams in the colinear geometry.
Before being focused, all fields were independently ex-
panded to a beam diameter that matches the back aperture of
the objective lens "Nikon Plan Apo oil, 60$ NA!1.4& lin-
early polarized along the x axis, collinearly overlapped, and
coupled into an inverted optical microscope "Nikon TE 300&.
The FWHM values of the laser pulses were /1!185 fs,
/2!85 fs, and /3!115 fs as obtained by intensity autocor-
relation measurements, with corresponding transform limited
spectral band widths of 80, 173, and 128 cm#1, respectively.
Two variable optical delay lines were used to control the
temporal overlap and delay between the different pulse
trains. The anti-Stokes signal was parfocally collected with
an identical objective lens in the forward direction, spectrally
isolated using interference band pass and holographic notch

filters, passed through an analyzing polarizer, and detected
by an avalanche photodiode "SPCM-AQR15, EG&G
Canada&. Images were collected by raster scanning the
sample, respective to the fixed laser beams.

To demonstrate the ability of the T-CARS microscope to
record RFID, measurements on neat benzaldehyde have been
performed. Figure 2"a& displays the parallel and perpendicu-
lar polarized spontaneous Raman spectrum with respect to
the linear polarized incident field, which was taken with a
commercial confocal Raman microscope "LabRam, Dilor&.
The Raman bands at 1585 and 1598 cm#1 are assigned to the
two quadrant stretch components of CvC bonds in the ben-
zene ring, whereas the 1700 cm#1 band reflects the noncon-
jugated CvO stretch vibration.18 Their depolarization ratios
amount to 0.43, 0.53 and 0.33, respectively. Figure 2"b& dis-
plays the RFID measurement of benzaldehyde when tuned to
a Raman shift centered at 1636 cm#1. Due to the broad spec-
tral width of the pump and Stokes fields, the superposition of
all three vibrational resonances, shown in Fig. 2"a&, are co-
herently excited and contribute to the measured RFID of
benzaldehyde. An initial fast decay that follows the instru-
mental response, a multi-exponential decay, and superim-
posed quantum beats with period times at 1340 fs and
12500 fs are observed. The Fourier transform of the oscil-
latory contributions to the measured decay curve into the
frequency domain ,see inset in Fig. 2"b&- reveals two distinct
difference frequencies at 13 and 97 cm#1, which can be as-
signed to the beating of the 1598 cm#1 mode with the
1585 cm#1 and 1700 cm#1 mode, respectively. The numeri-
cal simulation of RFID is also depicted in Fig. 2"b&, satisfac-

FIG. 2. Information content of RFID measurements demonstrated for neat
benzaldehyde. "a& Parallel ,!̃ %( *̃), solid line- and perpendicular ,!̃!( *̃),
dashed line- components of the spontaneous Raman spectrum with respect
to the linear polarized orientation of the incident field; "b& Measured
"circles& and simulated "line& RFID decay curves. The instrumental response
function measured solely from the nonresonant coherent radiation originat-
ing from the glass substrate is also shown "squares&. Insert: Fourier trans-
form of the oscillatory contributions to the measured RFID. "0P1!01
!800.0 nm, 0S!03!920.5 nm, 0P2!02!715.6 nm, corresponding to a
Raman shift centered at 1636 cm#1 with average powers of each 150 2W&.
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Figure 6.5: High-resolution dual-comb CARS of a mixture of liquid chemicals. (a)Unaveraged

interferogram showing the non-resonant interference signal around the zero time delay and the

interferometric modulation of the vibrational transitions shown in (c) (�f= 5 Hz; energy per

pulse 3 nJ). (b)Dual-comb CARS unaveraged spectrum (�f=100 Hz; measurement time 14.8 µs;

apodized resolution 4 cm�1; energy per pulse 3 nJ). (c)Dual-comb CARS unaveraged spectrum

(�f= 5 Hz; measurement time 295.5 µs; apodized resolution 4 cm�1; energy per pulse 3 nJ).

(d)Dual-comb CARS unaveraged spectrum (�f= 5 Hz; measurement time 295.5 µs; apodized

resolution 4 cm�1; energy per pulse 0.5 nJ). The insets in (b) and (c) magnify the vertical scale

tenfold.
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Dual-comb spectroscopy w/ TiS laser
but SHG for excitation

Obs. mol. vib. Fourier transform
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Solution 4

2.1 Frequency comb 7

of the repetition frequency f , an o↵set frequency f0 may be chosen to satisfy 0  f0 < f ,

and each frequency component may be written:

fn = f0 + nf (2.2)

The carrier envelope o↵set (CEO) frequency f0 is related to the carrier envelope phase

slippage �� by:

�� = 2⇡f0/f (2.3)

The Equation.2.1 implies that the Fourier transform of the periodic pulse train is a spec-

trum which consists of equally spaced lines with the mode spacing of f and the o↵set

frequency of f0 (Figure.2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Time and frequency domain picture of frequency comb

The comb structure written in the Equation.2.1 results from the assumption of periodic

pulse envelope (T = 1/f = const.) and constant carrier phase slippage (�� = 2⇡f0/f =

const.). In the real world, however, these values fluctuate because of di↵erent kind of

noises, therefore one needs to stabilize these two degrees of freedom to obtain the comb

structure. Although the periodicity of the pulse envelope is easily monitored and stabilized,

monitoring the carrier phase slippage is not trivial because the oscillation frequency of the
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Summary
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Induction of
(coherent) mol. vib.

Probe
mol. vib.

Solution 1: Two lasers (OPO and femtosource)
Solution 2: Beats of two vibrations
Solution 3: Detection from modulated CARS
Solution 4: Dual-comb w/ Fund. and SHG


